We provide an algebraic study of the local composite operators A µ A ν − δ µν d A 2 κ and A 2 µ , with d = 4 the spacetime dimension. We prove that these are separately renormalizable to all orders in the Landau gauge. This corresponds to a renormalizable decomposition of the operator A µ A ν into its trace and traceless part. We present explicit results for the relevant renormalization group functions to three loop order, accompanied with various tests of these results. We then develop a formalism to determine the zero temperature effective potential for the corresponding condensates, and recover the already known result for A 2 µ 0, together with A µ A ν − δ µν d A 2 κ = 0, a nontrivial check that the approach is consistent with Lorentz symmetry. The formalism is such that it is readily generalizable to the finite temperature case, which shall allow a future analytical study of the electric-magnetic symmetry of the A 2 µ condensate, which received strong evidence from recent lattice simulations by Chernodub and Ilgenfritz, who related their results to 3 regions in the Yang-Mills phase diagram.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dimension 2 gluon condensate A 2 µ in pure Yang-Mills theory has been proposed in [1, 2] , and it has been investigated in different ways since then [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
In [3] an analytical framework for studying this condensate has been developed, based on work carried out in the Gross-Neveu model [15] . Different problems had to be overcome. First of all there is the gauge invariance of this condensate. In order to make the operator A 2 µ gauge invariant, one can take the minimum of its integral over the gauge orbit. Since
with U ∈ SU(N), is positive, this minimum will always exist. In a general gauge, however, the minimum is a highly nonlocal and thus hard to handle expression of the gauge field. A minimum is however reached in the Landau gauge (∂ µ A µ = 0), though, so that working in this gauge reduces the operator to a local expression 1 . Secondly adding a source J, coupled to A 2 µ , makes the theory nonrenormalizable at the quantum level. To solve this, a term quadratic in the source must be added, which in turn spoils the energy interpretation for the effective action. One way around this is to perform the Legendre inversion, but this is rather cumbersome, especially so with a general, spacetime dependent source. One can also use a Hubbard-Stratonovich transform, which introduces an auxiliary field (whose interpretation is just the condensate) and eliminates the term quadratic in the source. Details can be found in [3] . The result was that the Yang-Mills vacuum favors a finite value for the expectation value of A 2 µ . The precise renormalization details of the procedure proposed in [3] were given in [4] .
Recently, Chernodub and Ilgenfritz [12] have considered the asymmetry in the dimension two condensate. They performed lattice simulations, computing the expectation value of the electric-magnetic asymmetry in Landau gauge, which they defined as
At zero temperature, this quantity must of course be zero due to Lorentz invariance 2 . Necessarily it cannot diverge as divergences at finite T are the same as for T = 0, hence this asymmetry is in principle finite and can be computed without renormalization, for all temperatures. The authors of [12] found that the high-temperature behavior of the asymmetry had no surprises, following a power law as can be guessed from general thermodynamic arguments. For the low-temperature behavior, however, one would expect an exponential fall-off with the lowest glueball mass in the exponent, ∆ ∼ e −m gl T . Instead they found an exponential with a mass m significantly smaller than m gl . So far, there is no explanation for this behavior.
The goal of this work is to construct an analytical framework to investigate the electric-magnetic asymmetry studied numerically in [12] , with the aim of shedding more light on the results of that paper. The hope is that something more will be found concerning the light mass scale m influencing the thermal behavior of this condensate. It was also noticed that the behavior of the asymmetry divides the Yang-Mills phase diagram into three regions in terms of the temperature. Remarkably, these regions seem to coincide with those associated with the condensed, liquid and gaseous states of the magnetic monopoles, whose dynamics are closely related to (de)confinement, see also [16] . The condensate A 2 µ was already related to monopoles in [1, 2] . Since the computations are rather involved, we will split this work into two papers. In this paper we present the actual formalism, building on [3, 4] . Despite the fact that the quantity defined in (1) does not need renormalization, it is unclear how to study this object directly with an effective potential approach. Any finite temperature effective potential is a generalization of the T = 0 potential, however the operator defining (1) makes little sense at T = 0 as it is not Lorentz invariant. One could think about separately studying the temporal part, A 2 0 , and the spatial part, A 2 i , but this does not solve the Lorentz symmetry problem at T = 0: it is unclear how to couple these operators to the action such that Lorentz symmetry is maintained, while simultaneously allowing for a study of the ensuing effective potential. In addition, we would also like to recover the original results for A 2 µ = A 2 0 + A 2 i , i.e. we desire a clean T → 0 limit. We do solve these problems by considering the operator A µ A ν . This operator is subsequently split into its trace and its traceless part, yielding A 2 µ and the spacetime asymmetry, A µ A ν − δ µν d A 2 κ . We shall prove that these two operators are renormalizable at T = 0, and that a finite effective potential can be constructed for these, by introducing sources J and k µν , which allow to add both operators to the action without jeopardizing Lorentz symmetry. We also explicitly compute the effective potential at zero temperature, and we show that the only minimum is the one found already in [3] , with a finite expectation value for A 2 µ , but with A µ A ν − δ µν d A 2 κ = 0 -as one would expect. This is already a nontrivial result, meaning that there is no dynamical Lorentz violation. At the end, one can take a suitable linear combination of both condensates to retrieve the asymmetry defined in (1), at any (non)zero temperature. A priori, it is however more natural to study
. In a future paper we shall then focus on the temperature dependence of both A 2 µ itself and the asymmetry.
Summarizing the content of the current paper, we have given in section II the renormalization analysis of the operator using the algebraic formalism of [17] . In section III we illustrate that the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation can be used to eliminate terms quadratic in the action, and we compute the quantities necessary for the calculation of the effective action. In section IV finally the effective action itself is computed, and its minima are searched for. In section V the conclusions are presented. Some more technical calculations are bundled in the appendices.
II. ALGEBRAIC ANALYSIS OF A RENORMALIZABLE OPERATOR AND ACTION
A. Algebraic study of the renormalizability of the local composite operator A a µ A a ν
The action
We begin by recalling the expression of the pure Yang-Mills action in the Landau gauge
where
In order to study the local composite operator (LCO) A a µ A a ν , we introduce it in the action by means of a BRST doublet of external sources (K µν , η µν ), symmetrical in the Lorentz indices, in the following way
where s denotes the BRST nilpotent operator acting as
We have shortened the notation by setting
In eq. (4) we have used the property η µν = η νµ , hence
As is apparent from expressions (2) and (4), the action (
We notice that we can rewrite the action S K in terms of
, so we might be tempted to immediately introduce a traceless tensor source
However, as not all components of k µν can then be considered as independent due to the constraint k µµ = 0, using the derivative w.r.t. k µν becomes rather tricky, and hence also writing down suitable Ward identities. The current parametrization in terms of a completely general source K µν is thus much more useful. We draw attention to the fact that we are actually coupling K µν to the (traceless) operator
meaning that we are considering the renormalization of this particular operator O µν . As we shall soon find out, we can write down a sufficiently powerful set of Ward identities which shall ensure that
κ is a renormalizable operator on its own.
According to the LCO philosophy [3, 15] , the dimensionless parameter ω is needed to account for the divergences present in the vacuum Green function O (x)O (y) ,which shall turn out to be proportional to the specific (traceless) combination of K 2 and K µν K µν already written down in (4).
Remark.
We use the following definition for the derivative w.r.t. a symmetric source Λ µν :
Ward identities
In order to translate the BRST invariance (8) into the corresponding Slavnov-Taylor identity, we introduce two further external sources K a µ , L a coupled to the non-linear BRST variations of A a µ and c a
with
Therefore, the complete action
obeys the following identities
• The Slavnov-Taylor identity
• The Landau gauge fixing condition
• The antighost equation
• The ghost Ward identity
and
Notice that the term ∆ a cl , being linear in the quantum fields A a µ , c a , is a classical breaking.
• Thanks to the specific way we introduced the sources K µν , η µν and their traces K, η, we also have
Let us also display, for further use, the quantum numbers of all fields and sources entering the action Σ
Algebraic characterization of the most general counterterm
In order to characterize the most general local counterterm which can be freely added to all orders of perturbation theory, we perturb the classical action Σ by adding an arbitrary integrated local polynomial Σ count in the fields and external sources of dimension bounded by four and with zero ghost number. This Σ count is however restricted due to the existence of the Ward identities. More precisely, it amounts to impose the following conditions on Σ count :
• The linearized Slavnov-Taylor identity
obeys
• The additional identities
Taking into account that (K µν , η µν ) form a BRST doublet, from the general results on the cohomology of Yang-Mills theories it turns out that the external sources (K µν , η µν ) can only contribute through terms which can be expressed as pure B Σ -variations.
Henceforth, the invariant local counterterm Σ count can be parametrized as [17] 
where a 0 is a free parameter and ∆ −1 is the most general local polynomial with dimension 4 and ghost number −1, given by
with a 1 , . . . , a 9 still arbitrary parameters.
From the conditions (25) , (26) , (27) it consequently follows that
and from (28) we find
and hence ∆ −1 reduces to
Therefore, for the final form of the most general possible counterterm one obtains 3
Finally, it remains to discuss the stability of the classical action, i.e. to check whether Σ count can be reabsorbed in the classical action Σ by means of a multiplicative renormalization of the coupling constant g, the parameters ω, the fields {φ = A, c, c, b} and the sources
with the bare fields, sources and parameters defined as
and ϑ the infinitesimal perturbation parameter. Notice that for consistency, we should find that
The parameters a 0 , a 1 , a 6 , a 7 , a 8 , a 9 turn out to be related to the renormalization of the gauge coupling constant g, of the fields A a µ , c a and of the sources K, K µν , ω according to
Concerning the other fields and the sources K a µ , L a , it can be verified that they renormalize as
This completes the proof of the multiplicative renormalizability of the LCO O µν in the Landau gauge: the action (2) is renormalizable, where the Z-factor of K µν is equal to the Z-factor of K, as required.
B. Algebraic proof of the renormalizability of the local operator O µν in combination with the LCO A 2
The action
The current problem is that the operator A 2 µ cannot be studied with the action (2). Indeed, if we set K µν = Kδ µν and consequently η µν = ηδ µν , then the action S K = 0. As mentioned in the Introduction, from a physical point of view, we also need A 2 µ as operator, therefore we consider the following action:
In this fashion, we coupled A 2 again to the action, with a doublet (λ, J):
The action (39) allows us to study the LCOs A 2 µ and O µν . Clearly, these 2 operators correspond to the decomposition of A µ A ν into its trace and traceless components.
Ward identities and the counterterm
The action Σ ′ obeys the same Ward identities as the action Σ (see eq. (13)), only the Slavnov-Taylor identity is slightly modified:
and we also have an extra identity,
Therefore the counterterm obeys the following linearized Slavnov-Taylor identity
and it is also restricted by
After imposing all the Ward identities, we find for the counterterm
with Σ count given in (34). Notice that, due to the additional Ward identity (28) , no mixing occurs between J and K. This is a powerful result. A priori, a mixing between O µν and A 2 κ δ µν cannot be excluded. Absorbing the counterterm (47) back into the original action Σ ′ gives the additional Z-factors (all the others are the same as before)
Summarizing our result so far, we have seen that we had to introduce 2 (independent) sources to discuss the renormalization of A µ A ν and A 2 µ , and this by means of the action Σ ′ . At the end of the story, we have identified the two independently renormalizable operators O µν and A 2 µ . This also means that the vacuum divergences ∼ J 2 and the renormalization factor Z J remains unchanged compared with the cases already studied in [3, 4, 11] .
III. PRELIMINARIES
The next step will be to calculate the effective potential. Notice that this can be done relatively close along the lines of [3, 11] . We depart from the action Σ ′ and set all the external sources equal to zero, except K µν and J.
A. Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
In this section, we shall get rid of the unwanted quadratic source dependence by the introduction of 2 Hubbard-Stratonovich fields. We start by writing down the complete action Σ ′ , where we have set all the external sources equal to zero, except K µν and J,
The energy functional can be written as
We now rewrite the action as
where we have used the abbreviation
and where we have used the bare quantities. We can then rewrite the action in terms of finite fields and sources. We recall that in d = 4 − ε dimensions, we have the following mass dimensions,
With this in mind, the action Σ ′ can be written as,
We shall now perform two Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations by multiplying expression (50) with the following unities,
where we have introduced two new fields, σ and φ µν . We used a specific (traceless) combination, φ µν − δ µν d φ with φ = φ κκ , the reason wherefore shall become clear soon. Let us define the following abbreviation ϕ µν ,
which is traceless, just like k µν . Now performing the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations yields
Notice that by the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, we have removed the terms ∼ ζJ 2 respectively ∼ ωk 2 µν and ∼ JA 2 respectively ∼ k µν A µ A ν . The sources J and k µν are now linearly coupled to σ/g and ϕ µν /g as one can observe in equation (57). Hence, the usual 1PI formalism applies, with the following identification,
which follows easily from acting with ∂ ∂J and ∂ ∂K µν on the equivalent generating functionals e −Σ ′ and e −W (J,K µν ) and setting J = 0, K µν = 0.
Here we can also clearly appreciate the role of the traceless combination ϕ µν used in (55): it ensures that in the final action (58) the traceless combination
B. Determination of the LCO parameters ζ and ω
To this point, we did not yet determine the two LCO parameters ζ and ω. In this section we shall do so by deriving a differential equation for ζ and ω, in an analogous way as in [3] . In order to do so, we shall adapt the notation a bit, and define δζ and δω as follows,
We further define the following anomalous dimensions,
Let us first consider the case without O µν , i.e. we set K µν ≡ 0. To determine a differential equation for ζ, we take the derivative of the first equation of (61) w.r.t. µ,
As we can consider ζ as a function of g 2 , we can rewrite the previous equation as
a finite function of g 2 . This particular choice of ζ(g 2 ) is the unique one which ensures a linear renormalization group equation for the generating functional W (J) while keeping multiplicative renormalizability for ζ; (64) is solved with a Laurent series in g 2 ,
by keeping in mind that the β-function starts at order g 4 , while a typical anomalous dimension at order g 2 . Explicit calculations show that f (g 2 ) at order g 0 . Notice also that (64) implies that β(g 2 ) and γ J (g 2 ) have to be known to (n + 1) loops if ζ(g 2 ) is to be known at n loops. We refer the reader to the literature for all details involved in the LCO procedure [3, 4, 15] .
We recall here from [3, 11] that we know up to three loops,
so that
We can now do the same for the second equation of (61). Notice that from equation (62) follows
and therefore,
Hence, we can derive an analogous differential equation for ω
as we can also make ω as a function of g 2 , where now
At the end, the generating functional W (J, K µν ) will obey the following renormalization group equation:
which in turn ensures a linear renormalization group equation for the effective action Γ(σ, φ µν ). There is no explicit reference anymore to neither ζ nor ω, as these LCO parameters obey their renormalization group running by construction.
C. Loop calculations
In this subsection we discuss the determination of the anomalous dimension of the O µν operator to three loops in the MS scheme, as well as the divergence structure of its associated vacuum energy. These clearly extend the analogous results for the original 1 2 A a 2 µ , which were derived in [3, 11] . Whilst we follow the same procedures here as [11] , there are some novel features associated with treating an operator with free Lorentz indices, especially since it is also traceless. First, we note that we take the same general point of view as [11] and include N f flavours of massless quarks and for the moment also consider the operator in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge with parameter α. At the end we will return to Yang-Mills and the Landau gauge α = 0. The reason for taking the more general scenario is that ironically with several additional parameters present the renormalization constants we will determine have more internal consistency checks. This gives us greater confidence in the final explicit expressions. Moreover, as the operator has free Lorentz indices, not only is there no operator mixing with the operator 1 2 A a 2 µ , unlike that operator there is equally no mixing with any Faddeev-Popov ghost dependent operator. Therefore, the renormalization of the operator O µν as defined in eq. (9) is multiplicative. We will use dimensional regularization in d = 4 − 2ε dimensions to exploit the power of the calculational machinery of the MINCER algorithm, [18] , whereε = 1 2 ε in this article. The algorithm is encoded, [19] , in the symbolic manipulation language FORM, [20] , and is the only viable means to achieve the goal of the three loop renormalization constants and anomalous dimension in a significantly reasonable amount of time. We also note that having the three loop results available at this stage, aside from gaining confidence in the correctness of the two loop results, means that the groundwork is actually laid for the future extension of our effective potential to two loops.
First, to renormalize O µν we insert it into a gluon 2-point function and nullify the momentum of one external gluon leg. This is in order to comply with the conditions of the MINCER algorithm which determines three loop scalar massless 2-point functions to the finite part in dimensional regularization. Concerning the gluon external leg momentum nullification, given that each triple gluon vertex carries a numerator momentum, this procedure does not introduce any spurious infrared singularities which could plague, say, a similar procedure in a scalar field theory. By contrast, the renormalization of 1 2 A a 2 µ proceeded by inserting the extended BRST invariant operator in a ghost 2-point function, [21, 22] . This reduced the number of internal gluon lines, resulting in a significantly fast evaluation, since MINCER relies heavily on integration by parts. An increase in internal momenta slows programme speed. Whilst we could insert O µν into a ghost 2-point function, with appropriate momentum nullification, the three loop MINCER algorithm could only produce two loop renormalization constants for the operator renormalization constant. We therefore have to choose the gluon 2-point function for the operator renormalization and accept slower run times. Either way, however, one would still first have to give the MINCER routine scalar integrals. For the Green function we consider,
, there are four free Lorentz indices and therefore one first needs to construct a Lorentz tensor projector. Ordinarily one would derive the most general tensor objects built from the momentum p µ and the metric tensor, δ µν , with four free indices in such a way that the tensor is consistent with the tracelessness and symmetry of the free indices of the operator. Clearly there will be more than one such independent tensor. Given whatever choice of basis is made, the scalar amplitude associated with each independent tensor can be deduced by inverting the tensor basis. However, as we are not actually interested in the finite parts of the Green function A a σ (p)O µν (−p)A b ρ (0) but only its divergence structure we need only find one projector. This should be chosen to give a non-trivial tree contribution to ensure there is a counterterm available to absorb the infinity which defines the operator renormalization. Moreover, it ought to be chosen so as not to increase computer run times, especially for the three loop Feynman diagrams. Given these considerations we have projected with the tensor
The Feynman diagrams contributing to A a σ (p)O µν (−p)A b ρ (0) are generated by the QGRAF package, [23] , and the output converted to FORM input notation by appending colour, Lorentz and spinor indices as well as the internal momenta consistent with the MINCER topology definitions, [20] . For this calculation there are 2 one loop, 42 two loop and 1023 three loop Feynman diagrams to be calculated. We follow the algorithm of [24] to extract the renormalization constant associated with O µν defined
where 0 denotes a bare object. This algorithm, [24] , in essence is such that one computes the Green functions for bare parameters and then scales to renormalized quantities at the end via the usual definitions. The overall divergence which remains after the external fields have been renormalized is absorbed by the as yet undetermined renormalization constant Z O . As this renormalization is multiplicative then this is easy to implement automatically within a FORM programme. The result of our computation is the MS expression for the anomalous dimension
with corresponding renormalization factor 
However, we have given the full expression for arbitrary gauge parameter and quark flavours in Appendix A. For that result and by implication for (77), the anomalous dimension passes all the usual internal consistency checks. Specifically the extracted MS renormalization constant is a Laurent series in ε. Therefore the double and triple poles in ε are predicted by the simple poles from lower loop order due to the renormalization group equation since we are dealing with a renormalizable operator. Our renormalization constant successfully satisfied this check. As an additional check on our computer code, such as the correct QGRAF generation of diagrams and mapping to MINCER and FORM syntax, we have rerun the complete code for the calculation again but instead used the operator 1 2 A a 2 µ . We obtained the known three loop anomalous dimension for the Landau gauge, [21, 22] . The arbitrary α expression in this instance is not actually a check for this purpose for several reasons. First, the arbitrary α result which is available is for the extension of the operator to the BRST invariant object and only for the non-linear arbitrary covariant gauge known as the Curci-Ferrari gauge, [25] , rather than a linear covariant gauge. Aside from this, if one merely considered 1 2 A a 2 µ on its own in an abritrary linear covariant gauge then there is a potential mixing to the Faddeev-Popov ghost mass operatorc a c a for α 0. It is not necessary to investigate this as we are only primarily interested in checking a working code whose output satisfies several stringent checks already.
The second main three loop result which we have determined is the divergence structure of the associated operator vacuum energy. As outlined in [11] this can be deduced by considering a massless 2-point function with the operator present at each of the two external points and a non-zero momentum flowing in one operator and out the other. The divergence structure of this Green function reproduces the divergence which occurs in the vacuum graphs composing the effective potential. In essence these vacuum diagrams involve the constant current of the LCO formalism which gives massive propagators. By formally differentiating with respect to these masses one accesses the part of the vacuum diagrams which are divergent. This divergence can then be extracted by formally setting the mass to zero in these cut open vacuum graphs to produce the massless 2-point function we compute, [11] . As the set-up we have described involves massless 2-point Feynman diagrams, it is naturally accessible to the MINCER algorithm. Moreover, one does not need to nullify any external momenta. Therefore, we have generated the diagrams using QGRAF, which gives 1 one loop, 7 two loop and 127 three loop Feynman diagrams. However, as with the renormalization of O µν we need to project with an appropriate Lorentz tensor to have scalar amplitudes, since our Green function is in effect O µν (p)O σρ (−p) . Again only the divergence structure is required and therefore we applied the
Consequently we find the divergence is For these calculations, we shall require the two loop β-function,
In fact, in [3, 11] , ζ, δζ, and Z ζ were already calculated, but for the benefit of the reader, we shall repeat the results here in a structured way, especially since we have used a slightly different notation than in [3] .
Firstly, combining γ J and δζ into expression (65) yields,
and analogously, we find h(g 2 ) by combining γ K and δω into expression (73),
Secondly, solving the differential equation (64) and invoking expression (69) and (83) we can determine ζ to one loop order 4 ,
Likewise, solving the differential equation (72) and using (77) and (84), we can determine ω to one loop order,
Thirdly, from expression (61), we can determine
IV. THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL AT ZERO TEMPERATURE

A. Computation of the effective potential
We are now ready to calculate the one loop effective potential. Firstly, from the results in section III D we find that the tree level mass associated to A a µ A a µ is given by
where we have defined
Analogously, the tree level mass matrix associated with A µ A ν is given by,
To calculate the effective potential for σ ′ , ϕ ′ , we can rely on the background formalism. At one loop, only the integration over the gluon field A µ gives a nontrivial contribution, and we find
where tr ln Q µν is defined as,
with M µν the traceless matrix which describes the asymmetry in d dimensions.
Let us first start with the calculation of (94). We can parameterize the traceless matrix M µν as follows,
. . .
as we can assume that there is still spatial symmetry when separating the temporal component. We can now rewrite expression (94),
which becomes in the Landau gauge limit ξ → 0,
The matrix of the last logarithm has the following eigenvalues:
and 1. Therefore, we obtain
Firstly, in dimensional regularization, we know that
Secondly, part II is a readily evaluated as
where we have worked in the MS scheme. Notice that, for II to be real valued, we have the following constraint:
Finally, part III requires much more effort due to the presence of the temporal derivatives. In the appendix, we have worked out this calculation in great detail. In (B30), we have ultimately found,
with 2 F 1 a hypergeometric function. As one can find in the appendix, this part is real valued if
which is a second constraint. Taking parts II and III together yields,
The remaining hypergeometric function can be expressed in terms of elementary functions, since
In 
This is a first consistency check, as the imaginary parts neatly cancel.
Secondly, for z < 1, or A < 0, all constituent functions in the tr ln are real to start with.
A third interesting test is the z → 1 case, i.e. the A → 0 limit, which should give back the known result for (d − 1)tr ln(−∂ 2 + m 2 ). All the terms in 1/A nicely cancel, and we recover the correct value,
The second part of expression (93) is, to the orders in g 2 and ε we need, readily evaluated as
Ng 2 16π 2 − 161 36
where we have used the results of the previous subsection III D, in particular (87) and (88).
In summary, taking all the results together, we nicely find that all the divergences cancel in the effective potential, which, after some algebra and simplification leads to the final result,
B. A check: a handmade calculation of δω at lowest order
Having determined the logarithmic determinant in the previous subsection, we are now also in a position to provide a handmade calculation of the counterterm δω, to have a check on the automated output leading to (80). First, we single out the one loop divergence in W (J = 0, K µν ), as defined in (50). We can identify k µν ≡ M µν , meaning that it is actually given by the 1 ε part of
Using the conventions (50) and (51), this divergence must be canceled by the counterterm contribution
with the parametrization (95). Employing (104), we find
hence, at lowest order
a value consistent with (80).
Let us also include a check using the renormalization group equation. In particular, we have for the complete one loop functional 6 W (1) (J, K µν ),
or
Focusing on the A-sector, then the application of the renormalization group equation (74) leads to
after filling in the numbers for ω 0 , β 0 and γ K,0 , since the anomalous dimension of A is determined by −γ K (g 2 ), which follows directly from the definition of A. We have thus explicitly verified at lowest order that the definition of the LCO parameters ω and ζ gives a generating functional W (J, K µν ) consistent with the renormalization group equation.
C. Minimum of the potential
We shall now determine the minimum of the potential (119), by solving the associated gap equations
and checking which potential extrema is a minimum.
Before doing this, we can already check whether for small A, the minimum m 2 = (2.03Λ MS ) 2 from [3, 11] is a stable one. A Taylor expansion around A = 0 yields 
.
(119) 6 We did not write down the counterterm contribution here.
The first part is exactly the first order potential found in [3, 11] , and the second part is a positive correction 7 in A 2 . Moreover, one can also check that
while it is already known from [3, 11] that
∂(m 2 ) 2 > 0 at (120). This means that (120) is a stable (local) minimum, using the Hessian determinant. This is a nice and nontrivial verification of the results of [3, 11] , while establishing Lorentz invariance (as A = 0), a conditio sine qua non at T = 0.
Let us now look for other minima. The gap equations (118) yield
After determining these conditions, we still need to choose an appropriate value for µ. In order to compare possible other minima with the minimum (120), we should operate with the same scale. Therefore, we set
while with this choice, the coupling constant becomes,
which is sufficiently small to assure a trustworthy perturbative expansion, as we have carried out.
If one solves the two gap equations numerically, besides the minimum (120), one only finds the maximum
In summary, the potential (119) has only one minimum (120),
where we have set N = 3. As A = 0 in the minimum, Lorentz invariance is preserved as required in this T = 0 case. This is a good test for the solidness of our framework, before going to the more complicated case of finite temperature.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced an analytical formalism which allows one to study the electric-magnetic asymmetry of the dimension two condensate A 2 µ first considered in [12] by means of lattice simulations.
The first main result is that such a formalism exists: it is possible to compute the expection value of A 2 µ and of its asymmetry simultaneously, generalizing the formalism developed in [3] . We do this in the Landau gauge, where
µ reaches its minimum when A µ moves along its gauge orbit, giving a gauge invariant meaning to A 2 µ in the Landau gauge. Adding terms quadratic in the sources makes the model renormalizable, and performing a Hubbard-Stratonovich transform eliminates these terms, introducing new fields but restoring the usual energy interpretation of the effective action in a simple fashion.
As a second result, we have computed the parameters which appear in the formalism. This part of the calculation is based on the renormalization group. Once these parameters were fixed, we have determined the effective action itself. At zero temperature it has the same minimum as the one already found in [3] without considering the electric-magnetic asymmetry: there is a nonzero value for A 2 µ , and the asymmetry is zero as must be the case based on Lorentz invariance. No other minima were found. Now that a consistent formalism has been developed at zero temperature, we can consider the finite temperature case. [26] 
APPENDIX A: HIGHER LOOP CALCULATIONS IN MOST GENERAL FORM
In this Appendix we record the more general forms of the various LCO quantities associated with the traceless operator. In essence they contain the dependence on N f massless quarks. We have checked that in the N f → 0 limit they return to the YangMills values we have used and recorded in the main body of the article. Though for the first two quantities, Z K and δω, we have also included the gauge parameter dependence. We have 
Given these we find
Finally, we find the Landau gauge version of ω for N f 0 is
Hence we can deduce that
as the second part is zero in dimensional regularization, (99). Evaluating the integral over k 0 gives,
The second part is again zero in dimensional regularization so we obtain the following general formula,
which we can apply to expression (B3)
The next step will be to simplify this expression. If we define:
we need to simplify the following expression,
Notice that due to the constraint (101), a > 0 for all values of k 2 i . Let us first assume A ≥ 0. For sufficiently small k 2 i , b will be a positive real number, smaller than a. We may write (a − b)
and taking the square of this equation results in
For k 2 i larger than a certain value, the argument of the square root defining b will flip sign and b will become purely imaginary, i.e. b = ib ′ with b ′ > 0. The derivations (B10) and (B11) remain valid, keeping in mind that (a + ib ′ ) always lies in the first quadrant of the complex plane, and (a − ib ′ ) in the fourth quadrant.
For A < 0, we necessarily have that a ≥ b > 0, which can be easily checked using the constraints (101) and (103). Also now, (B10) and (B11) go through, and we conclude that, given the original conditions (101) and (103), we can always employ the equality in (B11).
Using this formula, we can rewrite the integral III in the following form 
we can rewrite the square root 
If we insert equation (B15) into equation (B14), we obtain, where in the last step, we have performed the substitution s ′ = 2s/t. In this expression, we can switch the integral and the limit as it will turn out that the integral will converge (within the constraints (101) and (103)), yielding,
We recognize a Kummer function of the second kind, 
where is 1 F 1 (a; b; z) a confluent hypergeometric function of the first kind. Comparing this Kummer function with expression (B17) we can write, 
